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TEATRO® SOUNDBAR

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIOPHILE SERIES
High-definition flat screen televisions
provide amazing video quality, and Phase
Technology can match that video with
amazing audio. Our soundbars have
been designed with precision drivers,
Enhanced Voice Technology™ (EVT)
circuitry and Spatial Field Expanders™
(SFE).
With
these
technologies,
PhaseTech soundbars fill the room with
rich sound, add clarity to dialogue, and
create a wide soundstage. Left, center
and right channels are managed with
independent woofers, midranges (PC3.0
only) and tweeters. All models have a
passive design for use with your favorite
audio entertainment system.
There’s no need to enter a menu and
manipulate your finely tuned equalization
settings – you can quickly and easily

augment only the frequencies associated
with human speech intelligibility without
worrying about changing the rest of
the sound image. The soundbars’ EVT
circuitry may be turned on and off with
the simple flip of a front-panel switch.
SFE technology, on all three soundbar
models, utilizes proprietary circuitry and
side-mounted drivers to create the effect
of speakers that are spaced several feet
apart at the front of the room - creating
the effect of a huge, wide and rich
soundstage right in your living room.
Three models are available to match your
desires, aesthetics and budget.
Our newest soundbar, the ultra-thin
TSB3.0, presents a sleek profile to match

your TV, measuring only 1.5” deep at the
top edge with a total depth of just 2.5”.
Available with tabletop and wall mount
capability, the Teatro TSB3.0 combines
ultra-long-throw 3” poly woofers with our
signature soft dome tweeters (3/4 inch)
in an extruded aluminum, ported, monoframe cabinet with a powder-coated steel
grille. The Teatro PC3.0 (wall mount only)
uses 5.25” Kevlar/ glass fiber/ RPF™
composite solid piston drivers, 1.5” dome
midranges and 1” synthetic soft dome
tweeters, and the Teatro V3.0 (wall mount
only) combines 5.25” Vapor Deposited
Titanium (VDT™) woofers with 1” soft
dome tweeters.
To find out more, please visit our website at
www.phasetech.com.

TEATRO® SOUNDBAR

1 - In addition to each soundbar’s Standard
drivers, Phase Technology’s spatial
field expanders create an incredibly
wide soundstage, crucial to a realistic
surround sound experience.

2 - our proprietary evt (enhanced voice
technology) switch engages specifically
engineered circuitry that boosts
frequencies associated with human speech,
making quiet dialogue easy to hear.

3 - The Teatro TSB3.0 Soundbar produces
Three-way left, center, and right
channel audio from a single cabinet
mounted directly below the screen.

4 - The Teatro V3.0 and PC3.0 soundbars can
be fitted with custom grilles to match the
width of flat panel video screens. Contact
our sales department for details.
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TEATRO PC3.0

TEATRO V3.0

TSB3.0

3-way LCR soundbar speaker with
EVT™ intelligibility control

2-way LCR soundbar speaker with
EVT™ intelligibility control

Ultra Thin LCR Soundbar Speaker with EVT™
Intelligibility control and SFE Spatial Field Expanders

3 x 1” Patented woven synthetic
soft dome, 3 x 1.5” dome

3 x 1” Patented woven synthetic soft dome

3 x .75” Soft dome

3 x 5.25” Kevlar/glass fiber/RPF™ composite
solid piston with NBR surround

3 x 5.25” VDT™ with NBR surround

3 x 3” Polypropylene woofers with rubber surround

Spatial Field Expanders™, 2 x 1.5”
patented woven synthetic soft dome

Spatial Field Expanders™, 2 x 1” patented
woven synthetic soft dome

Spatial Field Expanders™, 2 x 1”
aluminum wide range

52 Hz - 22 kHz

55 Hz - 22 kHz

75 Hz - 20 kHz

Sensitivity

89 dB

91 dB

90 dB

Impedance

4Ω

4Ω

8Ω

Recommended
Amplifier Power

15 - 150 W

15 - 120 W

15 - 100 W

Dimensions

Height: 7”
Width: 40”
Depth: 4.5”

Height: 7”
Width: 40”
Depth: 4.5”

Height: 6.75”
Width: 43”
Depth: 1.5” (where it meets the television)

Gloss Black

Brushed Black

Description
Tweeter /
Midrange
Woofer
Additional drivers
Frequency
Response (+/- 3 dB)

Gloss Black

Satin Black

Standard color options for PC3.0.

Standard color option for V3.0

Standard color option for TSB3.0
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